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Abstract 
Let K = {k~,k2 . . . . .  kr}, L = {ll,& . . . . .  l~} be two sets of non-negative integers, ~C2 In), 
[n] : -  {1,2 . . . . .  n}, such that IF, AFj l  E L, IF, I E K for all F,,Fj E ~,  i ;~j ;  x0 E [n], and 
Y, = {F,: x0 E F, E ..~}, ~.~: = {Fi: Xo ~ F, E Y} ,  K, - {IF, I: Fi E S ,}  U {IF, I + l: F, E 
,~2} and t = [Kll. Suppose that no set in ~,~l contains any set in Y2. We will prove that 
t'~-t ~<~I-.~, ( 1),wherest =min l<~,~r(s - t+ l ,k , -  1). 
This extends the results of Alon et al. [1] and Snevily [9]. The proof we give here is much 
easier. Noting that one conjecture of Frankl and Ffiredi [3] is as follow: Let L = {1,2 .... ,s}, 
,Y is L-intersecting family, then I~l ~< ~0 ("~')'  
Using the above results, we prove this conjecture is true for s - 3. Combining the result of 
Snevily [9], we know that the above conjecture is true for s ~ 3. 
In the last part of this paper, we consider the case L -- { l, l + 1 .... , l + s - 1 }. We prove the 
following result. 
Let l < s, L = {l, l  + 1 . . . . .  l +s -  1} and .~-C2 I"1 be an L-intersecting family such that 
s IF[ >~ l + r for any F E .~-, where r > 0. Then I~[ ~ Y]i=~ ("7') + 1 for n > no(s). Equality 
holds iff r<~s and ~(A,B)  = {F ff ( [,1 "1. A CF} U ([n] \ {B}) for some /-element set A 
\ l+r<~i~l+,~/  " 
and its subset B CA such that 0 < ]B] ~<r. 
We also consider some related problems and raise several questions. @ 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we will use the same notation and terminology as that of [1], including 
[n] := {1,2 . . . . .  n}. 
Let L = {l l , l z  . . . . .  ls}, K = {kl,k2 . . . .  ,kr} be two sets of  non-negative integers, 
~ = {F I ,F  2 . . . .  , F ro}C2 In]. We say that Y is (K,L)- intersecting i f  IF i ( ' IF j] ~ L, 
[Fi] E K for all Fi ,F j  E ~,  i C j;  (K,L)-intersectin 9 (mod p)  if  IFi NF j l  E L + p77, 
IFil E K + pZ for all F i , F j  E g ,  i ¢ j ;  and that ~ is (K,L)-cointersecting i f  
IFi \ Fj] E L, IFil E K for all Fi ,Fj  E .~, i ¢ j;  (K,L)-cointersecting (mod p)  if  
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[Fi \ Fj[ E L + pT, [F/[ E K + p2~ for all Fi, Fj E Y ,  i # j. The following results were 
proved by Alon et al. [1 ]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Alon et al. [1]). Let ~ be a (K,L)-intersecting family of 2 In] and as- 
sume that k i > s - r for every i. Then I~1 ~< ~i%-r+~ (% 
Theorem 1.2 (Alon et al. [1]). Let p be a prime and K,L two disjoint subsets of 
{0,1 .. . . .  p - 1). Let Igl = r, ILl ---- s and assume r(s - r + 1)~<p - 1 and n~s  + kr, 
where kr is the maximal element of K. Y C 2 ["] is (K,L)-intersectin 9 (modp) .  Then 
I~l ~ E~=s-r+l (7)' 
Snevily has proved the following results in [9]. 
Theorem 1.3 (Snevily [9]). Let L = {/1  . . . .  , Is} be a collection of positive integers 
~C2 In] and cg = {Fi: Fi E ~,  [Fil E L}. I f  IFi MFj[ E L for all Fi,Fj c ~ and if 
= s( i  ) I~el OOrAF, E~Fiy~O, then Igl~< ~i=o n-, 
Theorem 1.4 (Snevily [9]). Let p be a prime and K, L two disjoint subsets of{0, 1 . . . . .  
p -1} .  Let tZl--s. ~-c  2t,1 is (K,L)-intersectin 9 (mod p). Then lY I~ ~7=0 (nT~)" 
By counting method, Frankl and Ffiredi have proved the next result. 
Theorem 1.5 (Frankl and Fiiredi [3]). Let L = {1,2 . . . . .  s}. ~ & an L-intersecting 
s ( i ) fo rn  n family, then Igl~< ~i=0 n-~ ~<2S+2 or > lOOs2/[ln(s + 1)]. 
They also made the following 
Conjecture A. Theorem 1.5 is true for all n. 
Snevily conjectured a general result in [9]. 
Conjecture B. Let L = {lz,12 . . . .  , Is}, where 0 < Ii < I2 < . . .  < ls. ~ is an 
L-intersecting family, then I~l ~< ~i~o ("7~) • 
He also proved in [9] that Conjecture A is true for s~<2 and Conjecture B is true 
for n > no(Is). 
The purpose of this paper is to establish some stronger results in more general 
form. The structure of this paper is as follow: In Sections 2 and 3, we prove some 
results about intersecting families for all n, which improves the result of [ 1,9]. As an 
application of this result, we give a simpler proof of a result of  Snevily [9], which 
claims that Conjecture B is true for n > no(ls). This proof also gives a little stronger 
result. In Section 4, we prove much stronger esults for sufficiently large n, which lead 
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us to conjecture some stronger esults. Using a result in this section, we will also prove 
that Conjecture A is true for s = 3. 
2. Results on intersecting families 
Theorem 2.1. Let L = {1~, 12 . . . . .  l,}, K = {k~, k2 . . . . .  kr}, ~ C 2 ["] is (K,L)-intersecting. 
Let xo E [n], ~1 = {Fi: xo E Fi E o~}, o~2 = {Fi: xo (~ Fi E ~},  and K1 = {IF/l: Fi E 
~-,} U {IFi[ + 1: F/ E ~2} (or K~ = { IF i l -  1" Fi E ~,}  U {[Fil: Fi E ~2}), t = IK,] = 
" S 
[K[I. Suppose that no set in ~1 contains any set in ~2. Then 1o~[~< ~i=s, (nT1)' 
where sl = minl<~i<~r(S - t + 1,ki - 1). 
In the following context, all the polynomial involved will have domain in the n- 
cube {0, 1 }~ c R". Therefore, we can identify x 2 with xi for every variable. So, every 
polynomial can be written uniquely as a multilinear polynomial. All the multilinear 
polynomials in n variables constitute a linear space over ~ of dimension 2". 
Lemma 1. Let L = {ll,12 . . . . .  1,}, K = {kl,k2,. . . ,kr},  ~ C2 In] is (K,L)-intersectin9. 
I f  there exists an a-element subset A of  [n] such that either A C Fi or Fi N A = 0 for 
any Fi E ~,~. Set ff l  = {Fi: A C Fi E i f} ,  ~-2 = {Fi: A N Fi = O, Fi E o~}. Suppose 
s n--a 
that no set in i f ,  contains any set in ~2. Then I~1 ~ E,=o ( i ). 
Proof. We may suppose that A = {1,2 .. . .  ,a}. Let f f l  = {F1,F2,. . . ,Fu}, ~2 = 
{Fu+l,. . . ,Fm} such that IF11~<]F21~ < ""  ~<IF, I, IFu+,[~ < ""  ~lFml • Let vi denote the 
characteristic vector of Fi. For x = (xl,x2,... ,Xn), let x* = (Xa+l . . . . .  Xn) be the trun- 
cated vector of x. Define, 
J~(x* )= 1-[ (v* .x*+a- l t )  for l~<i~<u,  
t,l,<lFil 
f i (x* )= l-I (v* .x* - l t )  fo ru+l<~i<~m.  
t, lt<lF, I 
Then 
f i (v*)~kO for l<~i<.m 
and 
U ~ j~( j )=0 fo r l<~j<i<~m.  
So {J](x* )} is linearly independent over R as multilinear polynomials. But f,(x* )'s are 
all multilinear polynomials in variables Xa+l . . . . .  xn and of degree at most s. Therefore, 
our result follows. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may suppose that x0 = 1. Use the same notation as in 
the Lemma 1 with a = 1. Let (In]o{1}) U " - tO  ([n~/(1}) ---- {T1 . . . . .  Te} such that 
rt--I ]T1[~ "'" ~]T~I. It can be seen that e = (s~-t) +""  + (nol)" Let 
f (x* )= ~ (x2+'"+x,+1-k )  
kEKI 
hi(x* ) =- I1 x j f (x*) ,  1 ~< i ~< e. 
jETi 
or = ]-I (y2 ~--.--}-Xn -k ) / ,  f (x* )  
~EX; / 
It is easily seen that 
hi(t*) = f ( t * )  ~ 0 for 1 <~i<<.e, hi(t*) = 0 for j < i<~e, 
where t~ is the characteristic vector of  T~. So, hi,h2 . . . . .  h~ are linearly independent. 
Now, note that f (v* )  = 0 for I <<.i<~m, it can easily be checked that f l  . . . . .  fm, hl .... , 
he are linearly independent. This proves our results. [] 
X Let (a<~i<.b) : {F: FC_X,a<.]F[<~b}, ~ +x : {F U {x}: F E ~}.  Theorem 2.1 
is sharp as the following families show. For 0 ~< i~ t -  1, L = {0, 1 . . . . .  s -  1}, K : 
{s - t+2 . . . . .  s}, the families o~ = ( [,1-(1} ~ ~t{ [n]-{l) ) + 1) attain the bound \s-- i  <~j <~s/ "J ~" \s--t+l <~j <~s--i-- 1/ 
given in the Theorem 2.1, but they do not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.3. 
Corollary 1. l f  K = {k . . . . .  k + r -  1}, L is the same as in Theorem 2.1, LNK = ~, 
s ( i ), where sl = min(s -  r ,k -  1). then 1~[~< ~i=sl n--I  
As an application of Theorem 2.1, we can prove the following result, Theorem 2.2. 
It is stronger than the results obtained in [9], but the proof here is simpler. We will 
make use of  a result of  Frankl and Wilson. 
F -W Theorem (Frankl and Wilson [5]). Let L be a collection of s non-negative inte- 
gers. YC2  [nl such that IFiNFj] EL  for all Fi ,F 3 E ~ and i ¢ j ,  then I~-I~< }-]~=0 (~)" 
(/~(t~+l)] Theorem 2.2. Conjecture B is true if  n > s~ t~+l l' 
Remark. A little more careful computation shows that Conjecture B is true for n > 
{C2t,-tq l~-1 s k~ t,+l J + (ls - l l )2( t, ))" 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.1, if conjecture B is false, then there exist at 
least three set F1,F2,F3 E ~ such that IFil ~ ls for i = 1,2, 3, moreover, for any 
x E B = Fj N F2, there exists Fx E o~ such that x ~ Fx and IFxI <~ ls. 
Let FI,F2 E ~ such that [Fi]<<.ls for i = 1,2 and that ]B I = ]F1 NF21 is as 
smaller as possible. Let B = {xl . . . . .  xt} and Fxi E ~ such that xi ~ Fx,. Set Q = 
Fi UF2 UFx, U.-.UFx,_,,+,, then IQ N Ft>~l~ + 1 for any F E ~.  But IQl<~(t-  l, 
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+1)( / ,  - Ix) + 21s - t < ls(l, + l ) .  Therefore, 
I,~-I~< 2~ Ig(H)l, 
u~(,,~'+,) 
where ,~-(H) = {F E J :  H C_ F}.  By F -W Theorem, we have 
"~- ' (n - l '  - l )~S~(n-2)  




Igl < ~ k l, + 1 Ji=,\ i 
.H(L+I)) This is a contradiction. [] if  n > s~ I~ 1 ] '  
, 1) 
< n-~- l i=  1 \ i 
~(n-1) 
i=0 ',, i ' 
Theorem 2.3. Let L = {0, l~, 12,.. . ,  1~,.}, K = {kl,k2 . . . . .  k,}, ~ C 2 In] is (K,L)-cointer- 
sectinq, ki > s - r for every i. Then 1.~1 ~ E ;  ~ . . . .  +, (7)" 
Proof .  Let us label the family ~ = {F, . . . . .  Fro} such that IF, I>~ If21/> .. ~ Ifml. 
Define 
f i (x)  = f l  (-V7. x - lt), 1 ~i<<.m, 
t= l  
where v-7 is the characteristic vector of  [n]\Fi, x = (Xl,. • . ,x , ) .  Let ([01) U- U (i,])~ u = 
{T, . . . . .  Tw} such that Ir, i~< .-.  ~lT~i .  Let 
f (x )  = [I (xl +""  +x ,  - k), 
kEK 
hi(x) = [I  x j f (x ) ,  I <~i<~w. 
.jET, 
It can easi ly be proved that {f l  . . . . .  fro; hi , . . . ,  hw} is l inearly independent. Hence, our 
result fol lows. [] 
Theorem 2.4. Let L = {0, II, 12,.. . ,  Is}, K = {kl,k2 . . . . .  k~}, J C 2 In] is (K,L)-cointer- 
secting. Let xo E [n], o~1 = {F/: x0 E Fi E ~},  $2  = {Fi: xo ~ Fi E ~},  K1 = 
{lEvi - 1: Fi E ~,}  u { IF  I: F, c ~2} (or K[ = {IF~I: Fi E ~,}  u {IF~I + 1: Fi E 
t = IK, I = IK f l  Suppose that no set in .~. contains any set in Y=. Then 
I~ l  ~< ~7- , ,  ("T ' ) ,  where sl = min l{ i~<, (s -  t+  1,ki - 1). 
Note that we have ILl = s + 1 in Theorem 2.4, but the bound is still the same as 
that of  other results. 
Proof .  The proof  goes almost the same as that of  Theorem 2.1 except several changes 
indicated below. Here we label the family ~ such that 1 E Fi iff i <~ u, IFl ]/> IF21 >~ "'" 
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~>lFu[, ]Fu+,[~>-.. >>-IFml. Define 
f i (x* )  = f i  (~i* "x* - It), 1 <~i<~m, 
t= l  
where v--; is the characteristic vector of In] \ Fi, x* = (x2 . . . .  ,x , ) .  Then 
)~(v* )¢0  for 1 <~i<~m, 
f i (vT)=0 for l <<.j < i <<. u or i <~ u < j or u < j < i <<.m. 
Let 
f (x* )  = k¢X,I-[ (x2+" '+x . -k )  (o r  f (x* )  
hi(x* ) = 1-I x j f (x*  ) 1 <<. i <~ e. [] 
jCT, 
= k~x;Fl (x2 +'-.+x. + l--k)), 
Corollary 2. I f  K = {k , . . . ,  k + r - 1}, L and ~ are the same as Theorem 2.4, then 
s I~l  ~< ~-~i=s, (nT1), where sl = min(s - r+ 1,k - 1). 
3. Modular version 
We can prove the following modular version of Theorems 2.1 and 2.4. In this 
case, we need the following definition and a lemma of Alon, et al. [1]. Since the 
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are exactly the same as that of Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, 
respectively, except that we consider the problems over finite field Yp, so we omit all 
the details. 
Definition. We say that a set H = {h i  . . . .  ,hm} C[n] has a yap of size />9 (where the 
hi are  arranged in increasing order) if hi >~g - l, n -  hm>~9-  1, or  hi+ 1 -h i~ O for 
some i. 
Lemma 2 (Alon et al. [1]). Let KC{0,  1 , . . . ,p -  1} be a set of integers and assume 
that the set (K + p2V) fq {0, 1 . . . . .  n} has a gap >~s + 1, where s~>0. Define 
f (x )  = I I  (Xl +- . .  + x, - k). 
kcK 
Then the set of multilinear polynomials {]- I ic lx i f :  II1 ~<s- 1} is linearly independent 
over lip. 
Theorem 3.1. Let  p be a prime, K = {kl . . . . .  kr}, L = {ll . . . . .  Is} be two disjoint 
subsets o f  {0, 1 . . . . .  p -  1}. Let  .~ = { Fl . . . . .  Fm } C 2 In] is (K,L  )-intersecting (mod p). 
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Let Xo be any element of[n] such that xo E Fi iff 1 <~i<~h. Let Kl = {lEvi: 1 <<.i<~h}U 
{]Fil + 1: i > h}+ p7/= {k I. . . . .  k[}+ p7/. l f  K1N{0, 1 . . . . .  n} has a gap of size >~g, 
s* =min(s - t+ l ,g -  1), Then 
As pointed in [1], if t(s - t + 1 )<. p -  1, n >~ s + k[, where k[ is the maximal element 
of the set {k[ . . . . .  k[}, then K1N {0, 1 . . . . .  n} has a gap of size >~s- t+ 2. Hence, we 
have 
Corollary 3. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, if t(s - t+  1)~<p-  1, n>~s + k[, 
then I~1 ~< ~-~=s-t+l (n~.l). 
In particular, if  K = {k,k + 1, . . . ,k + r - 1}, ( r+ 1) (s -  r ) <. p - 1 and n >~k + s + r, 
then I~1 ~< ~ . . . .  (nT')" [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let p be a prime, K = {kl , . . . ,kr},  L = {11 . . . . .  ls} be two disjoint 
subsets of {0,1 ... .  ,p -  1} and 1~ > O for every i. Let o~ = {F~ . . . . .  Fm}C2 In] is 
(K,L)-cointersecting (mod p). Let xo be any element of [hi such that xo E Fi iff 
l <~i<~h. Let Kt =- {[Fil - 1: i<<.h} U {IFil: i > h} + pT/ = {k[ ... .  ,k[} + p~_. I f  
Kx N {0, 1 . . . . .  n} has a gap of  size >~g, s* = min(s -  t + 1 ,g -  1), Then 
Sin-' ) 
i=s* \ i 
[] 
Corollary 4. Under the assumption of  Theorem 3.2, /f t ( s -  t + 1)~<p-  1, n >~s + k t, 
then I~-I ~< E~=s-/+l (nT1). 
In particular, t fK  --- {k ,k+ 1 . . . . .  k+r -  1}, ( r+ 1) (s - r )~<p-  1, k > 0, 
_ = _ s ( , ) . D  n>. . -k+s+r  1 (o rk  O ,n>~p+s 1),then I~l~< ~]i=~_r ,--1 
4. Stronger version of Theorem 2.1 
If we assume that ki > lj for every i,j, then we can prove much stronger esults 
than that of Section 2. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~ C2 In] such that IFil >~k and IFiNFjl C {0, 1 , . . . , t -1}  for i ~ j, 
i f  t <~ k. Then 
(7) 
with equality iff ~ is a Steiner system S(n, k, t). 
Proof. It is easily seen that UFe.~ (~) C (71) and (~) n 0 )  = 0 for different Fi, Fj 
~ k of o~. Mow I(~)1,~ (,), and the result follows directly. [] 
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As an application of Theorems 4.1 and 2.1, we prove that Conjecture A is true for 
s~3.  
Theorem 4.2. Conjecture A is true for s <~ 3. 
To prove Theorem 4.2, we need the following results. 
Lemma 3 (Pyber [8]). Let L = {1,2 .. . .  ,s}. f f  is a maximum L-intersecting family, 
then F E Y<~, FcF '  and IF'I =s+ 1 implies F '  E ~.  
Corollary 5 (Pyber [8]). I f  ~ is a maximum {1,2 . . . . .  s}-intersecting family, then no 
in ~>~+2 contains any set in ~ ff/" <~ s. 
H-M Theorem (Hilton and Milner [6]. Let Y C ([~]) be an intersecting family. I f  
n--1 (-]FE.~F = 0, then [~1~< (k-l) -- (nTk_~l) + 1. Equality holds iff for some x E [n], 
AC[n], [A I=k ,x~A,andy={FE ([~]) :xCF,  FNA¢O}U{A}.  
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let c,(n) = ~i*--o (~)" Suppose that ~ is a maximum {1,2,3}- 
intersecting family. To prove the result, we may assume that n~>9 and f')Y,<3 = 0. 
We may also assume that ~,~l = 0, Y2 U J~3 ¢ 13, ~,~>_-5 ¢ {3 by Theorem 2.1 and 
Erd6s-Ko-Rado theorem. Now by Lemma 3, we have ~ ~4 = 0. 
(1) Suppose that Io~2[~>2. Let FI = {xbx2}, F2 = {Xl,X3} and F3 E o~<3 such 
that x, ~ F3, say, F3 = {x2,x3,x4}. Set ~k ,A  = {F E ~>~:ACF,  BAF  = 0}. 
Then ~B (n-lAuBl]/{ k-lAI I,~>~k,A] ~Cs_ lA l+ l (n  --  ]A U BI) or ~ ks_lAl+l]/ks_lAl+l I by F-,W Theorem and 
Theorem 4.1. Now we have 
Co  ~{x' } uy{x3} u~{X'} UY{X2'x3} 
{x2,x3 } {xi ,x2 } {Xl ,x3 } {xi ,x4 }" 
So Igl ~ 3c2(n - 3) + c2(n - 4) ~< c3(n - 1 ) for n ~> 9. 
(2) Suppose that lff2[ = 1. Let FI = {xl,x2}, F2 = {Xl,X3,X4}, F3 = {X2,X3,X5} 
with Xl ¢ x5. Then 
~5 C ~5,{x2,x3} U •5,{x2,x4} U ~5,{XhX3 } U ~5,{XhX5 } . 
By Theorem 4.1, we have I o~>51 ~ ½((n2 3) + 3 (n2 4) ). We also have ]ff31 ~< 2n - 5 and 
Io~41 ~< (n3') - (n35) + 1 = 2n 2 - 16n + 35. So, I~l ~ 2n2 - -  14n + 30 + l(n - 4)(2n - 
9)~<C3(n-  1) for n>9.  
(3) Suppose that o~2 = 0. 
If [F/N FjI>~2 for all Fi,Fj E ~3, then ~3 = ({x,,x2~x3,x4}). By Corollary 5 and 
Theorem 4.1, we have 1~>51 ~< 4 (n24). Therefore, lYl ~< 2n 2 - 16n + 39 + 2(n - 4)(n - 
5)~<c3(n- 1). 
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Now let Fl = {Xl,X2,X3}, F2 ~- {XI,X4,X5}, Fz = {x2,x4,x6}, then 
¢:~ {XI 'XI' } ~{ XI ' ~f4 } ~"'{X' ,X2 } o~{XI ,X2,X4} 
_~_ I~ {X3'X4 } ~{X2'X3 'X5}  ~{X2,X4 } ]. 
5 (,-4~ 2 So, 1~-~>51~<g, 2 , + 5(~2') • We also have [g3[~<3n - 8 and 1~41~<2n~ - 16n + 35. 
Therefore, we still have [~ j~<c3(n-  1) for n>~9. [] 
Theorem 4.3. Let  K = {kl < k2 < .. .  < kr} ,  L = {ll < 12 < " ' "  < ls}, kl > I~, 
I = max~ _<i.<~-I {ll, li+l - li -- 1 }, ~ C 2 N is (K,L)- intersect in9. Then 
s 
l .~i <~ H n - li 
holds for  n >>- 2k~(2+k'i). 
Proof. Apply induction on ILI = s. The case s = 0 is trivial. Suppose that the theorem 
is true for s - 1, we prove the case [LI = s. 
(i) It == 0. For x ~ [n] the family i f (x)  = {F ~ i f :  x C F} is an {12 .... ,l~}- 
intersecting family. Thus, by induction 
11 - -  l i 
[g(x)[ ~< H k " 
2<~i~s 1 - -  l i  
Since ~ ;~ (x ,F )= }~x~[,] ~(x)[ = ~FC~ ~x~g l>~k' ]Y l  holds, we obtain 
/ l - -  n n - li _ F [  li 
I~1<<- Z I1 ~ - i, _~,~ k, l ,  
1 2~i<~st¢ l  - -  l~ i~s  - -  
(ii) l, > 0. I f  [FiNFjl # l, holds for all Fi ,F j  C ~ then ~ is actually an (12 . . . . .  Is}- 
intersecting family. Suppose that It is the minimum element of L such that IF,-N Fjl = 
It for some Fi, Fj E ~,  t > 1. Then, by the same arguments below, we have either 
- - ~<2(z,+ 0 Ht+l<~i<~s[ (n  - -  l i)/(kl - li)]. Since I~l~< ]-[,~<i.<~[(n l i)/(kl li)] or lYl ek, 
2k { 2k,, ] t Q+l) < w+JJ , we have a stronger esult . 
Suppose that IFl NFz] = It for some FI,F2 E ~.  Let B = F1 NF2. If BCF 
for all F E .~, then replacing ~- by {F -B :F  ~ Y},  ki by ~-  l~ and L by 
{0, 12 - ll . . . .  , ls -- ll } brings us back to case (a). 
Suppose finally that B ~ F3 holds for some F3 C ~.  Then it can be seen that either 
I FN(F1UF2) ]  > Ii or I Fn (F~ UF3)  [ > 11. Let ~(H)  = {F E ~:H~F}.  Then 
~(H)  is an {12 . . . . .  l~}-intersecting family. We have 
Ugly< • 
ttE FI kg F 2 u FI kg t73 ( ,,+, ) ( ,,+, ) 
1/41 q+l  
Thus by induction the result follows. [] 
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Corollary 5. Let K = {k~ < -.. < kr}, L = {l, l+ 1 .... , l+s -  1}, fC2[" ]  such 
that IFil E K, IFi n Fjl E Z for F.Fj E f i ¢ j.  Then 
lfl < F'-q 
\ s / 
holds for n >>. 2kr (2+k]), with equality iff f - F  = {Fi- F: Fi E f}  constitutes a Steiner 
system S(n - l, kl - l,s) for some 1-element set FC  [n]. [] 
Theorem 4.4. Let L = {l, l+1 . . . . .  l+s-1} and l < s. f C 2 [n] such that IFinFjl E L 
for all Fi,Fj E f ,  i T~j. IflFil>~l+s for Fi E f ,  then lfl<~("~t)+ l for n > no(s). 
Equality holds/ff f = {F E ( [~] ~s+tJ: A C F} U ([n] \ B), where IAI = l, 0 ¢ B E A 
Proof. Let us write f = Ui>~l~i, where i /  = {F E f :  ]Fi[ = i}. Denote f~>k = 
Ui>~k J~i. If there exists an /-element set A such that A Q n f ,  then we are done by 
Theorem 4.1. 
n--l Now we suppose that l i l~>(  s ) and ]N i l  < l. Let )ff(Fo,F) = {H E ( fs) :  
[HnFol>~l} for Fo, F C f .  It can be seen that 
W(Fo, Fi) n 9if(F0, Fj) = 0 for Fi ¢ Fj 
and 
UF~.~>~ut~(Fo,F)C {H E (I[n+]s): [H NFo,>~I } . 
Hence, 
{IF01] /n  ) 
l f~k l -<t t J /  - I  
(kT,) s 
Since if we let IF0] =k  andk.satisfies ,t)(k < (o.~Tt),then if>k[~ < (nsl). Let kl be 
the minimal integer satisfying (~) < (k]-t), then we have [ft+s~i~<k, ] > 0. 
Now let f# = Ut+~</~<k2 ~,, where k2 is some large integers depending on l,s only. 
By Corollary 5, we have If#[ ~< ("s t) for sufficiently large n. Moreover, if ] N f#l < l, 
then there exist at most t (~ l+s)  sets FI,F2 .... ,Ft of ff such that Inl<i<~tFi[ < l 
and any set F in f intersects Q = Ul<~i<~tFi at least l+  1 elements, so by the method 
in the proof of Theorems 4.3 and 4.1, we will have l f l<  ("st). This contradicts our 
assumption. So, we may assume that ] n ffl ~> l. Let A be an /-element set of nf¢ and 
F '  E f~>k2+l be of minimal size not containing A, denote t = IF' NA] < l. Then 
{ ( [n+] ):ACH,]HNF'I>~t+ I} U ~¢gA(Ft, F )c  H E l s 
A C F C.~'~/+,. 
F where JgA(F',F)= {H E (t+s): ACH, IHnF'I>~t+ 1). Note that o~ffA(F',g)>~ 1 for 
ACF, so 
,{F E f>>.s+t:ACF},<~ I ( [n ] )A) J -  {HE (I[~]s):ACH.,HNF',<.Nt}I. 
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Since, IF' N A[ = t (~< l - 1), then 
n- IF '  I l+t  ~<I{FE~_>~t+s: A ~ F}l~<lg>~lF, i i~( . ; _ t )  ' 
S 
But if we let k2 be large enough, then the above inequality implies [F~I > (n + l + s)/2 
for sufficiently large n. Therefore, I{F E ~>~t+~: A ~ F}I ~< 1. Hence, [~>_-t+sl ~< (n~-t) 
+ 1 for sufficiently large n. The extremal set must be as described in the Theorem. [] 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we only use the assumption 1 < s to prove 
that there exist some set of relatively small size as compare to I + s. So, combining 
Theorem 4.1 with the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can actually prove the following: 
Theorem 4.5. Let L = {l, l + 1, l + s - 1 }. ~ C ( ['] ~ is an L-intersecting family 
" " " ~ k >~kl  
n--I k - l  such that ~k # ~ and k>~l + s, then Io~[~<( s ) / (  ~ ) + 1 for n > no(k). Equality 
may occur only if o~k\A =- {F\A: F E ~k} is a Steiner system S(n - l,k - l,s) for 
some l-element A of [n]. 
Using the method as in [7], we can prove that there exists a computable constant c
independent of l, s, k such that no(k) <~ c max(l(k - 1) 2, (k - l) 2 (~)l/s). 
Theorem 4.6. Let l < s, L = ( I , l+  1 , . . . , l+s -  1} and ~ C2 In] be an L-intersecting 
s ( i ) for n > no(s). Equality holds i f f~  is J--~(A) = {F E family. Then IS[ <~ Y]i=0 "-~ 
[~1 ~ 'ACF} or ~(A ,x )  = {F E \l+l<~i<~l+s)" l;i< t+sJ' ( ["1 ] 'ACF}U( [n l \{x})  for some l- 
element set A and x E A. 
n- l  Proof. By the Erd6s-Ko-Rado Theorem, we have I~il ~< ( i -t)  for n >~ ( i -  l + 1 )(l + 1 ). 
So, I~,+s_al~< E~=~ (.~z), with equality iff ~<,+s- I  = {F E ( [nl ~. ACF} for \ ~ l+s- - l ) "  
some /-element set A. Now Theorem 4.6 follows from Theorem 4.4. [] 
Corollary 6. Let l , s , L ,~ be the same as in Theorem 4.6. I f  lF[>~l+r for any F E 
and r > O, then I~1~ ~-~=r (nTl) -~ 1 for n > no(s). Equality holds iff r<~s and 
is ~(A,  B) = {F E [ [n] ]" A C F} U ([n]\{B}) for some l-element set A and its \l+r<~i <~l+s) " 
subset BCA such that 0 < IBl<~r. 
Actually, by more careful computation, we can prove that no(s)<~16sS/ln2s for 
Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 6. 
5. Some open problems 
First, it would be interesting to find the exact minimal value of no(l, kr,s) such that 
Corollary 5 holds for all n>~no(l, kr,s). Considering the symmetric designs on [n] and 
projective planes of order k, it leads us to make the following conjecture. 
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Conjecture C. If l > O, for given kr, s, then there exist positive constants cl, c2 not 
depending on l, s such that c lk2r ~<no(/, k~, s)<~ c2k2r . 
Actually, by using the method as in [7] in the proof of  Theorem 4.3 we can show 
that no(l, kr, s)<~(kr - l+  1)2 max(l, (~ ) l/s). 
The last two theorems in Section 4 lead us to make the following stronger conjecture 
as compared to Conjecture B. 
Conjecture D. Let L --- {ll < 12 < . . .  < Is}, s > 1. ,~ is an L-intersecting family 
such that [FI > /s for all F C ~,  then 
S 
151 ~<1_ I n - l ,  i=l ls- -~iTr 1 +1 forn  > no(Is). 
Moreover, equality may occur only if L ---- {l, l + 1 . . . . .  l + s - 1}. 
Conjecture E. Let L = {ll < 12 < . . .  < ls}, s > 1. Y is an L-intersecting family, 
then 
Io~ I~<n - Ii + 1 + . . . . .  , where ls+l = ls + 1 for n > no(ls). 
i=2j~il i+l -- lj 
Equality may occur only if L = {l, l + 1,..., l + s - 1 }. 
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